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Abstract 
 
 In this paper, a new technique for designing dual-band frequency selective surfaces with arbitrary bands of operation 
and second-order band-pass responses is presented and experimentally verified. At its lower band of operation, the unit cell 
of the proposed FSS is composed of non-resonant sub-wavelength elements with periodicities and unit cell dimensions that 
are considerably smaller than a wavelength. At the higher band, however, the unit cell of the FSS will act as a compact 
resonant slot structure with truncated ground planes. The entire structure is composed of three different metal layers 
separated from each other by two very thin dielectric substrates. Two FSS prototypes with second-order band-pass 
responses and transmission windows at X-band and Ka-band are designed, fabricated, and experimentally characterized.  
 

1. Introduction 
 

 Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) are spatial electromagnetic filters that exhibit total reflection or transmission 
over a frequency band to an incident EM wave. Over the years they have been extensively used in variety of applications 
ranging from designing radomes for aircrafts, missiles, and radars to  dichroic reflector antennas, electromagnetic shielding 
applications, and RF absorbers to name a few. The spectral and spatial responses of these structures are affected by various 
physical and electrical parameters including the shape and type of their constituting elements, element configurations, 
element spacing, parameters of dielectric substrate, and the presence or absence of superstrates. Similar to microwave 
filters, these spatial filters can be designed to demonstrate low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, or band-stop behavior. Although, 
the band-pass and band-stop (notch) FSSs are more widely used. However, unlike microwave filters, the frequency 
responses of these structures are not only functions of frequency, but also functions of angle of incidence of the 
electromagnetic wave and its polarization. In modern complex military systems (such as aircrafts, missiles, and naval 
vessels), a multitude of different electromagnetic (EM) and optical sensors are used. These sensors operate all over the EM 
spectrum ranging from microwave and millimeter-wave (MMW) frequency bands to sub-MMW, far infrared, and optical 
bands. In such situations, frequency selective surfaces with multiple independent transmission bands are required [1-3]. In 
the civilian arena, the recent trend in communication systems is to utilize multiple frequency bands and multiple beams to 
significantly increase the communication capacity. This also provides an economical means of developing multi-mission 
systems and creates a potential demand for multi-band FSS structures. 

 
Various techniques have been used to design multi-band frequency selective surfaces. These include using layered or 

stacked FSSs, perturbation of a single-layered FSS or the spacing between elements [4], or the use of multiresonant 
constituting elements [5]. In practice, the use of multi-resonant elements results in a lighter structure and a simplified 
design. The perturbation applied to a single-band FSS to convert it to a dual-band surface is typically of two types: element 
perturbation and spacing perturbation. In the element perturbation method, a certain percentage of the elements in an array 
are different from the rest having a different resonant frequency. In spacing perturbation technique, identical elements are 
used but the periodicity of the array is not regular. In this study, we present a new technique for designing dual-band 
frequency selective surfaces. Using the technique presented in this paper, it is possible to design dual-band FSSs with 
independent frequency bands of operation. At its first band of operation, the FSS utilizes non-resonant, constituting 
elements with miniaturized unit cell dimensions and sub-wavelength periodicity to achieve a second-order band-pass 
response. The overall profile (thickness) of the structure at this band is also extremely small compared to the wavelength 
and can be as small as λ0/30 or smaller. At the second band of operation, the FSS is composed of compact, resonant 
structures in a configuration independent from that of the first band of operation, which result in a second-order band-pass 



response. Since the mechanisms of achieving band-pass behavior at both bands are independent from one another, the 
frequency response of the structure can be engineered to provide two desired bands of operation with frequencies that can 
be chosen arbitrarily. Using this proposed technique, several dual-band FSSs operating at X-Band and K-Band are designed 
and a dual-band FSS prototype is fabricated and tested. 

 
2. FSS Design and Principles of Operation 

 
It has been demonstrated in [6] that a band-pass FSS with miniaturized unit cell dimensions can be achieved by using 

a parallel lumped inductor and lumped capacitor properly arranged so that they can respectively be coupled to the magnetic 
and electric fields of an incident wave. By repeating this constituting element in two dimensions in a periodic fashion, a first 
order FSS can be obtained. Constituting unit cell of this FSS, unlike the traditional FSSs that use resonant metallic or slot 
structures, is made up of cascaded spatial lumped elements. To achieve a compact second-order FSS with miniaturized 
elements, the topology presented in [6] can be modified according to Fig. 1. Here, a second order band-pass FSS is obtained 
from a three layer structure composed of two periodic arrays of sub-wavelength capacitive patches and an inductive wire 
grid sandwiched between them. Each capacitive patch layer and its corresponding dielectric substrate constitute a simple 
capacitively loaded transmission line resonator. The inductive grid acts as a simple inductive impedance inverter network. 
This way, a coupled resonator band-pass filter with second-order band-pass response is obtained. In this topology, the 
resonant frequency of each resonator as well as the coupling coefficient between the two resonators can be tuned to achieve 
the desired band-pass response. Parameters such as the response type and pass-band ripple, the center frequency of 
operation, and the bandwidth of the FSS can be controlled by changing the resonant frequency and the loaded quality factor 
(Q) of each resonator as well as the coupling coefficient between the two resonators.  

 
To achieve an independent second band of operation, another resonant mechanism independent from that of the first 

one is employed. This results in achieving a higher frequency pass-band, which is totally independent from that of the first 
one. This is implemented by using an embedded narrow crossed slot, in the shape of a Jerusalem cross, in the capacitive 
patch surface (Fig. 2). To achieve polarization independence (at least at normal incidence), one must ensure that the 
structure has rotational symmetry. At the resonant frequency of the Jerusalem cross, each periodic array of Jerusalem 
crosses (with finite ground planes) will act as a first order band-pass FSS. The two arrays are separated by two physically 
thin dielectric substrates. However, the thickness of this separating medium is comparable to a quarter wavelength at the 
higher band of operation. Therefore, this dielectric substrate acts as an impedance inverter network separating the two first 
order FSS panels and hence, a second-order band-pass is obtained at a higher frequency band. The presence of the 
Jerusalem cross does not significantly affect the capacitance of the sub-wavelength patches at the first band of operation and 
the finiteness of the ground plane, does not significantly affect the resonant frequency of the Jerusalem cross and hence, the 
frequency response of the second band. Therefore, a dual-band FSS with independent transmission windows and second-
order band-pass responses at each band of operation is achieved.  
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Fig. 1. A second-order-order band-pass FSS composed of 
two arrays of identical capacitive patches and a wide grid 

sandwiched between them. 
 

Fig. 2. Topology of the proposed dual-band 
FSS and its constituting unit cell. 

 



To demonstrate this design procedure, two FSS 
prototypes are designed and their frequency responses are 
modeled using full-wave EM simulations in Ansoft’s High 
Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). The physical 
parameters of the two FSS prototypes (referred to as Type 1 
and Type 2) are listed in Table 1. Both structures are designed 
to be fabricated on 0.5 mm thick RO4003™ dielectric 
substrates from Rogers Corp and have unit cells dimensions of 5 mm × 5 mm. The substrate has a dielectric constant of εr= 
3.4, loss tangent of tan(δ)= 0.0027, and copper cladding thickness of 18 μm. Both FSS prototypes are designed to have a 
fixed transmission window at X-band, centered at 10 GHz. The two prototypes, however, have different transmission 
windows at Ka-band with the Type 1 design having a pass-band at 28 GHz and the Type 2 design having a transmission 
window at 24 GHz.  

 
Fig. 3 shows the transmission and reflection coefficients of the two FSS prototypes for the normal angle of 

incidence. The results are calculated from the full-wave EM simulations in HFSS and for simplicity, the structure is 
considered to be infinite to reduce the simulation complexity and computing time. At the first frequency band of operation, 
non resonant miniaturized elements produce a two-pole response with the center frequency of 10 GHz. The pass-band 
position and bandwidth is controlled by changing the gap distance between patches and the width of wire grids, which will 
in turn change the effective capacitance values of the capacitive patch layer and the inductance value of the inductive layer. 
With the dimensions given in Table 1, the Type 1 FSS is set to have a 3 dB bandwidth of 23.3% from 9.1 to 11.5 GHz and 
the Type 2 FSS is designed to have a 3 dB bandwidth of 17.6% from 8.8 to 10.5 GHz at X-band. While the frequency of the 
first pass band is determined by the capacitance and inductance values of the patch and grid layers, the frequency of the 
second band is determined by the resonant frequency of the finite ground Jerusalem cross slot. The length of the slot is 
designed to achieve a resonant frequency at Ka band. To keep the dimensions of the Jerusalem cross as small as possible, 
the slot width if fixed at 150 μm, which is the minimum feature that could reliably be fabricated using standard PCB 
fabrication techniques. As it is observed from Fig. 3, the Type 1  FSS shows a pass band at 27.8 GHz with a 3 dB 
bandwidth of 9.7% from 26.5 to 29.2 GHz while the second prototype demonstrates a band pass at 23.4 GHz with a 3 dB 
bandwidth of 8.5% from 22.4 to 24.4 GHz. 
 

3. Fabrication, Measurement, and Experimental Verification 
 

To experimentally verify the principles of operation presented in the previous section, two prototypes of the Type 1 
and Type 2 FSSs are fabricated and their frequency responses are measured using a free space measurement system. The 
two FSS prototypes have panel dimensions of 245 mm × 195 mm. Fig. 4(a) shows the measured frequency response of the 

Table 1. Physical dimensions of the constituting unit cells 
of the two different FSS prototypes studied in Section 2. 

Parameter w g L1 L2 
Type 1 2.2 mm 0.15 mm 2 mm 1.3 mm 
Type 2 2.4 mm 0.2 mm 2.6 mm 1.8 mm 
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       (a)         (b) 

Fig. 3.  Transmission and reflection coefficients of infinite arrays of proposed FSS for normal angle of 
incidence, (a) Type 1 and (b) Type 2. 



Type 2 FSS, for normal incidence, at X-band as well as the full-wave simulation results obtained using FEM simulations. 
Fig. 4(b) shows the measured frequency response of the same FSS, for an angle of incidence of 30 degrees, for both the TE 
and TM polarizations. The measurements at the first pass-band have carried out by using two similar standard X-band horn 
antennas which are located at a distance of two feet from the surface of the FSS. As it is observed in Fig. 4, as the angle of 
incidence of the TE mode increases, the ripple level increases; however, the frequency response of the structure does not 
considerably change by changing the incidence angle to 30 degree. The frequency responses of the FSS for other angles of 
incidence are also measured for both bands of operation (X and Ka), which are not included in this summary due to lack of 
enough space. However, the complete measurement results of both FSS prototypes will be presented and discussed in the 
symposium.  

 
4. Conclusions 

 
A new technique for designing dual-band frequency selective surfaces with second-order band-pass responses was 

presented in this paper. The technique is based on using a hybrid unit cell composes of resonant and non-resonant structure 
which give rise to two independent transmission windows. At the lower band, the unit cell dimensions and the period of the 
structure are considerably smaller than a wavelength. This results in a frequency response, which does not significantly vary 
as a function of angle of incidence. At the higher band of operation, however, the structure behaves more like a traditional 
FSS with second-order band-pass response. Limited measurement results are presented in this paper and expanded 
measurement results, including experimental sensitivity analysis, will be presented and discussed in the symposium. 
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Fig. 4.  Measured transmission coefficients of a prototype FSS for (a) normal angle of incidence, (b) incidence 
angle of 30 degree.


